How to Register & Buy World Causecoin (CAUSE) on LBANK
(CAUSE/USDT, Trading Pair)
Visit the link https://www.lbank.info/ and click the Register button highlighted in yellow gold color.
On clicking the register button, a new tab will load prompting you to either register using your Email
address or your Phone number by entering your details in order to sign up to the Lbank platform.
Once you’ve filled the text boxes, click the register button
A pop-up man made verification will appear
Click on the checkbox stating that “I’m not a robot” and a verification code will be sent to the email
address that you used the moment you started the registering process.
A new page will load up that will prompt you to enter the verification code you received via email.
(Please do not share this code with anyone else as it may be used to gain access to your
account.)
Click the register button to finally end the registration process and automatically log you in to your
account. See dashboard

How to trade on LBank
There are two ways you can use to trade
1. Spot Trading
A fast and smooth token trading
2. Grid Trading
An easy to achieve quantitative trading of digital assets
but for Worldcausecoin, we will focus on the Spot Trading Account

How to deposit CAUSE to your account on LBank
If you own CAUSE/USDT on another platform or wallet, you can transfer them to your LBank Wallet for
trading. Here is how you do it.
How to find my LBank deposit address?
Cryptocurrencies are deposited via a “deposit address”. To view the deposit address of your LBank
Wallet, go to [Wallet] - [Deposit]. Then copy and paste the address to the platform or wallet you are
withdrawing CAUSE/USDT from to transfer them to your LBank Wallet.
Step-by-step tutorial
1. Log into your LBank account and click [Wallet]-[Deposit].
2. Select the cryptocurrency you want to deposit, such as CAUSE/USDT.
3. Next, choose the deposit network. Please make sure that the selected network is the same as
the network of the platform you are withdrawing funds from. If you select the wrong network,
you will lose your funds.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Network Types:
• ERC20 refers to the Ethereum network.
• TRC20 refers to the TRON network.
• BTC refers to the Bitcoin network.
• BTC (SegWit) refers to Native Segwit (bech32), and the address starts with “bc1”. Users
are allowed to withdraw or send their Bitcoin holdings to SegWit (bech32) addresses.
• BEP2 refers to the Binance Chain.
• BEP20 refers to the Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
If you are withdrawing from an ERC20 address (Ethereum blockchain), we will select the ERC20
deposit network.
• The network selection depends on the options provided by the external wallet/exchange
that you are making the withdrawal from.
• If the external platform only supports ERC20, you must select the ERC20 deposit
network.
• DO NOT select the cheapest fee option. Select the one that is compatible with the
external platform.
• For example, you can only send ERC20 tokens to another ERC20 address, and you can
only send BSC tokens to another BSC address. If you select incompatible/different
deposit networks, you will lose your funds.
Click to copy your LBank Wallet’s deposit address and paste it to the address field on the
platform you intend to withdraw crypto from.
After confirming the withdrawal request, it takes time for the transaction to be confirmed.
The confirmation time varies depending on the blockchain and its current network traffic.
Please wait patiently for the transfer to be processed. The funds will be credited to your LBank
account shortly after.
You can check the status of your deposit from [Records], as well as more information on your
recent transactions.

How to withdraw Cause from Lbank
If you want to withdraw your Cause from Lbank after trading, this is how to do it.
There are two types of withdrawals:
•
•

Internal withdrawal- you withdraw to your other user account just within the Lbank
External withdrawal –when you with draw to an account outside Lbank(Your Own
Wallet)

The minimum withdrawal is 3 CAUSE and withdrawal limit is 0.5 BTC
Step-by-step tutorial
1. Log into your LBank account and click the personal icon (Icon on right of the Orders icon)
2. Select the cryptocurrency you want to withdraw, such as CAUSE.
3. Next, select a confirmed wallet address to withdraw to
4. Enter the amount you want to withdraw e.g. 100 CAUSE; enter a note you may want to refer to
in regards to the withdrawal. You get the fee charged depending with the amount of your
withdrawal.

Confirm the withdraw by clicking the Withdraw Confirmed button and it will be successful. If
you input a wrong address, you will lose your funds, check or paste the confirmed address.
(NOTE: In order to protect the security of funds, when your account is abnormal, Lbank will
manually check the withdrawal. Please wait patiently for a phone call or email from them. The
withdrawal of the external wallet address may fail due to block network congestion. If you
encounter this situation, please submit the order to resolve it with customer service. Be sure to
check the security of your computer and browser to prevent it from being tampered with or leaked.
The withdrawal requests will be processed 24/7)
5.

Spot Trading
A spot trade is a simple transaction between a buyer and a seller to trade at the current market rate,
known as the spot price. The trade takes place immediately when the order is fulfilled.
Users can prepare spot trades in advance to trigger when a specific spot price is reached, known as a
limit order. You can make spot trades on Binance through LBlanks’’ trading page interface.
(Note: Please make sure you have deposited to your account or have an available balance before
making a spot trade).

How to Trade Spot on LBank.
There are two ways to Trade Spot on LBank, ie via LBank Website and also via LBank App.

1. Making a Spot Trade on LBank Website
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Visit the LBank Website and click [Log in] at the top right corner.
Click on [Trade] on the top of the homepage of the navigation menu, a new page opens as
seen in the pic. below.
Now you have to set your wallet to [Spot] by clicking [Spot] on the and choose the first
option on the dropdown menu.
Once the Spot option is clicked, a new page loads where you can see your Asset and all the
Asset available for trading. You can also search for your favorite asset.
Find/Search for the asset you want to trade in our case is CAUSE, place your pointer on
[Trade] and then select the pair you want to trade.
For example; In the shot below let’s say Steve wants to trade CAUSE, after placing the
pointer on [Trade] the available pair is CAUSE/USDT {click on the pair you want to trade}
A new page loads, here you can select other asset, change timeframe, see charts, do your
analysis and also place your trades.
Placing your Order: Limit Order
Let’s say Steve wants to buy 1000 CAUSE at a lower price than the current price, he will click
on the [Limit] tab, set the price and amount, and then clicks on [BUY CAUSE]. He can also
use the Percentage bar to place order based on the percentage of his balance
After clicking on [BUY CAUSE] an Order confirmation will pop-up on the screen for you to
cross-check and confirm if you wish to go ahead. Click [Confirm]

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

After confirming the Order, the Order will be seen on the Open order tab below. And if you
wish to cancel the Order, there is also an option for that
Placing your Order: Market Order
Let’s say Steve wants to buy 5 USDT worth of CAUSE at the current price, he will
Click on the [Market] tab, input the amount he wants to buy in USDT, then clicks on [BUY
CAUSE]. He can also use the Percentage bar to place order based on the percentage of his
balance
After clicking on [BUY CAUSE] an Order confirmation will see on the screen for you to crosscheck and confirm if you wish to go ahead, then Click [Confirm]
Let's say Steve wants to buy 1000 CAUSE at a particular price and if CAUSE falls lower than
what Steve wants, Steve will then want the trade to close automatically. Steve will specify
three parameters; the trigger price (0.010872), the stop price (0.010511) and the amount
(1000) He wants to buy, then clicks [BUY CAUSE]
Clicking on [Confirm] to go ahead with the purchase.
Click on the Order History tab to see your Orders
Click on the Transaction History tab to see all the transactions you have made.

NOTE: The figures stated on the Spot trade guide above are examples and not actual figures. While you
do it in real time, its when you will be interacting with the actual figures depending on the amount you
have on your account.

2. Making a Spot Trade on LBank App
1. Login to your LBank account and go to the bottom of the page where you will find 5 sets of
options (Home, Markets, Trade, Features and Wallet)
2. Click on “Trade” option which will lead you to the Trading page interface that comprises of
Spot, ETF, Grid and Fiat sections.
3. Within this Trading page interface, you’ll also be able to interact with the following.
• Market and Trading pairs
• Real-time market candlestick chart supported cryptocurrency trading pairs
• Sell/Buy order book
• Buy/Sell Cryptocurrency
• Open orders
4. Select the pair you want to trade.
5. Click on where its indicated [BTC/USDT] to select the pair you want to trade.
6. There are different assets from which you can select your pair (CAUSE, ALTS, USD, GAMEFI,
ETF, BTC, ETH)
7. Let's say Steve wants to buy 90 USDT worth of CAUSE, He will click on [CAUSE/USDT] trading
pair, this will take him to a new page where he can place the orders.
8. For Placing Order: Since Steve is buying, he will click on [BUY], then to start placing his
order.
9. Click on the limit order option to select your preferred option for trading.
10. Limit Order: A limit order is an instruction to wait until the price hits a price limit before
being executed. If you select [Limit Order], input the limit price you would like to buy at and
the quantity of CAUSE you will like to purchase. Take Steve as an example, he wants buy 90
USDT worth of CAUSE.
Or you can also choose the buying amount by pulling the Percentage bar.

Note: Please make sure you have enough balance in your wallet to make the purchase.
11. Market order: A market order is an instruction to buy or sell immediately (at the market's
real-time price).
Let's say Danny wants to buy 90 USDT at the current market price.
Danny will change the Order from [Limit] to [Market Order], then he will input the amount
(in USDT) he wants to purchase.
12. Stop-Limit Order: When the asset’s price reaches the given stop price, the stop-limit order is
executed to buy or sell the asset at the given limit price or better.
For example, 1CAUSE= $56450
Let's say Steve wants to buy CAUSE worth 90 USDT at a particular price that is lower than
the market price, and he wants the trade to close automatically.
In this connection, he will specify three parameters; the trigger price (55000), the stop price
(54000), and the amount (0.0018 ~ 97.20 USDT) he wants to buy.
Then click [BUY CAUSE]
13. Cancel order: Here you can see your pending Orders and can also cancel those you don't
want, also order history shows all the Orders.
14. Order history: The order History
You can follow the same steps to sell CAUSE or any other chosen cryptocurrency by selecting the [Sell]
tab.
NOTE:
•

•

•

The default order type is a limit order. If traders want to place an order as soon as possible,
they may switch to [Market] Order. By choosing a market order, users can trade instantly at
the current market price.
If the market price of CAUSE/USDT is at 66956.39, but you want to buy at a specific price,
you can place an [Limit] order. When the market price reaches your set price, your placed
order will be executed.
The percentages shown below the CAUSE [Amount] field refer to the percentage amount of
your held USDT you wish to trade for CAUSE. Pull the slider across to change the desired
amount.

